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Treating kidney disease is a lifelong commitment, and you deserve
choices that fit your life. Most people are their best at home.
Treatment at home offers more flexibility and, outside of a
transplant, gives you the most control over your health, your
diet, and your schedule so you can live the life you want.

Your care, your way, at home: peritoneal dialysis
When kidneys can no longer work well on
their own, you can replace what they do
with a therapy called dialysis. One type
of dialysis is peritoneal dialysis (PD), which
is done at home. Because the equipment
is portable, PD can be done in nearly
any location.
Your life, your priorities
How often you treat matters. Your kidneys
work 24/7 to do many things in your body
beyond removing waste and extra fluid
from your blood. The kidneys also help in
keeping bones strong and making more
red blood cells to help prevent anemia.
Home treatment is done more often than
in a center, so it cleans your blood more
often. More frequent dialysis can help
prevent the ups and downs felt following
in-center hemodialysis, giving you a more
steady feeling of energy, lighten your
restrictions around eating and drinking,
and provide you with a more flexible
schedule and ability to go on vacation.1
We’ll help you understand PD and
what happens during and after a
treatment session.

What is peritoneal dialysis?
Before we get to how PD works, let’s talk
about hemodialysis. In hemodialysis, blood
is drawn out of your body and cleaned by
a machine that filters waste. With PD, this
process happens inside your belly, where
your abdominal lining (peritoneum) acts
as a natural filter. PD uses a fluid called
dialysate to remove waste and extra fluid
from your blood. The fluid is delivered to
your belly through a catheter — a small
soft tube that’s surgically inserted through
your abdominal wall.
After several hours in your belly (dwell
time), the fluid is drained back out through
the catheter. It’s then replaced by fresh
fluid. This cycle of filling and draining your
belly with dialysate is called an exchange.

Home
treatment is
done more
often than in a
center, so
it cleans
your blood
more often.
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About fluid exchanges
There are two ways you can do fluid exchanges:
1. Continuous ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis

2. Automated
peritoneal dialysis

Continuous ambulatory peritoneal
dialysis (CAPD) means you do your
dialysis by hand. To drain used
dialysate, you connect an empty
plastic bag to your catheter and let
gravity draw the fluid out. Then you
attach a new bag of dialysate — it’s
often hanging on an intravenous (IV)
pole — to flow into your abdomen.
With CAPD:

Automated peritoneal dialysis (APD)
is done at night, while you’re asleep.
Your catheter is attached to tubing
that’s connected to a machine
(cycler). The cycler delivers and
drains the fluid for you. Cyclers can
fit on most bedside tables. With APD:

• You need to do fluid exchanges four
times each day. You’ll work with
your health care team on the right
schedule for you.
• Each fluid exchange takes about 30
to 40 minutes.

• The cycler does three to five fluid
exchanges each night, over an eight
to 10-hour period.
• You’ll start each morning with fresh
dialysate in your belly for the day.
• If you’re spending time away from
home, you can take your machine
with you or do your exchanges
by hand.

• You can do your dialysis almost
anywhere you’re comfortable and is
clean and dry.

Before peritoneal dialysis

Complete dialysis training

Starting PD takes planning. Once you and
your health care team decide it’s a good fit,
you’ll need to:

You and your partner, if needed, will
learn how to: do exchanges; help prevent
infection; record your treatments in a log;
order your supplies to be delivered to
your home monthly; and use your cycler
equipment, if you’re planning to do APD.
The training program is held in a dialysis
center with a dialysis nurse. Most people
can learn how to do PD correctly in one to
two weeks.1

Choose a dialysis partner
Although you can do PD on your own, it’s
helpful to have a spouse, partner or close
friend to help you on days when you aren’t
feeling well. You may also want to have
someone who can help lift the bags of
dialysate, which are usually five to six liters
(that’s between one to two gallons).

Prepare your home
Make sure you’ve got a clean, dry, well-lit
place to do your dialysis and to store your
supplies and equipment. Your dialysis
room should be a pet-free zone, but it’s
okay to have pets elsewhere in your house.
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Have surgery to place your catheter

Caring for your catheter

To get a catheter placed in your abdomen
for PD, you’ll need to have minor surgery.
This is usually done two to three weeks
before you start PD to give your body time
to heal.

After you start dialysis, you need to clean
your catheter area daily. You’ll need to
wear a face mask and wash your hands
before and after you do the cleaning in
order to help prevent infection.

Most people go home the same day they
get their catheter. While you recover, it’s
important to keep the bandaged area
around your catheter clean and dry. After
your surgery, your vascular surgeon will
give you instructions on wound care and
when you can return to activities.

Having a catheter means you won’t be able
to swim or soak in a tub, but it shouldn’t
get in the way of most everyday activities.
A catheter is about as wide as a pencil, so
you can easily keep it hidden under your
clothes.1

Most people go
home the same
day they get
their catheter.

Life with peritoneal dialysis
It can take time to get used to PD. In the
beginning, it’s normal to feel bloated or
uncomfortable from the fluid in your belly.
As a result, some people choose to wear
looser clothing.
But overall, you’ll likely feel better and
more energized. This is because PD is
done more often than in-center dialysis,
so it cleans your blood more often.2
You might also have fewer rules around
eating and drinking than you would with
in-center dialysis.

However, because of the extra calories
in the dialysate, you may have to follow a
low-carbohydrate diet to avoid weight gain.
Many people find that PD makes it easier
to work, travel and live the life they want.3
Talk to your doctor about whether PD is the
right choice for you. You can use our pros
and cons list as you think about it.
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Pros

Cons

• You can do your treatments in the comfort
of your own home.

• You need a clean, dedicated space in
your home to store supplies and a cycler
machine, if needed.

• Your supplies are portable, so it’s easier
to travel.
• Your dialysis schedule can be
more flexible.

• You must invest the time in training and
properly clean your catheter every day.

• You’re in charge of your own day-to-day
care and have more control.

• You have a risk of getting an infection,
so you need to be extra careful to keep
your catheter clean and do the procedure
correctly.

• There may be fewer rules around eating
and drinking, compared to in-center
dialysis.

• You might experience bloating and weight
gain from the dialysate.

• You may have more energy and enjoy a
better quality of life.4

• You’ll have to avoid activities such as
swimming and soaking in tubs.

It’s always your choice which treatment you decide to choose. Consider your health and lifestyle,
and your home, work or education, and family situation. We’re here to answer any questions on
treatment options so you can choose what best meets your needs and priorities.
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